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Quantum finite automata (QFA) are ba-
sic computational devices that make bi-
nary decisions using quantum operations.
They are known to be exponentially mem-
ory efficient compared to their classi-
cal counterparts. Here, we demonstrate
an experimental implementation of multi-
qubit QFAs using the orbital angular mo-
mentum (OAM) of single photons. We im-
plement different high-dimensional QFAs
encoded on a single photon, where multi-
ple qubits operate in parallel without the
need for complicated multi-partite oper-
ations. Using two to eight OAM quan-
tum states to implement up to four paral-
lel qubits, we show that a high-dimensional
QFA is able to detect the prime numbers 5
and 11 while outperforming classical finite
automata in terms of the required memory.
Our work benefits from the ease of encod-
ing, manipulating, and deciphering multi-
qubit states encoded in the OAM degree of
freedom of single photons, demonstrating
the advantages structured photons provide
for complex quantum information tasks.

Many scientific efforts are focused on control-
ling quantum systems, e.g., ions, atoms, elec-
trons, photons, and others, that can be used
to perform computational tasks more efficiently
than classical computers. One of the simplest
computational models is the finite automaton
[33], which is a fundamental computational de-
vice that makes binary decisions (yes or no) using
its finite memory (states) after reading a given
input once, symbol by symbol. More than two
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decades ago, it was shown that finite automata
working on quantum mechanical principles, i.e.,
so-called quantum finite automata (QFA) using
quantum states and quantum operations, can be
exponentially more memory efficient than classi-
cal finite automata [3]: for a given prime number
p, QFAs can determine whether the length of any
input is a multiple of p or not by using O(log p)
states (with small decision errors), while any clas-
sical automaton requires at least p states [3].

In this article, we describe an experimental re-
alization of a photonic QFA that implements an
algorithm to decide whether the length of an in-
put string is a multiple of a prime number. We
implement a high-dimensional QFA consisting of
up to four 2-dimensional sub-automata that uti-
lize the OAMmodes of the high-dimensional state
space of spatial light modes. In our implementa-
tion, we show the quantum superiority of QFAs
in terms of memory efficiency by distinguishing
strings with lengths that are multiples of 5 and 11
from others using QFAs with only four and eight
states, respectively. We were able to experimen-
tally implement these tasks with false decision
probabilities below 10% and 25%, respectively. In
our implementation, we benefit from mature tech-
nologies that enable the flexible preparation and
measurement of complex high-dimensional quan-
tum states encoded in the transverse structure
of single photons. In contrast to earlier imple-
mentations, our implementation does not require
controlled operations, allows a simple optical re-
alization benefiting from the rotational symme-
tries of the spatial mode, and is realized along
a single optical path. Hence, by using spatial
modes, the operational state space can be scaled
to higher dimensions without multi-partite entan-
glement or interferometric stability. In theory,
this state space can be arbitrarily large (being
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limited only by the aperture of the optical sys-
tem).

1 Quantum Finite Automata
Before introducing the concept of QFA in more
detail, we briefly discuss two important classical
versions of finite automata [33].

Deterministic Finite Automata: Maybe
the simplest computational model is the so-called
deterministic finite automaton (DFA) [29]. A
DFA can be used as a decider to determine, for
example, whether a given input is in a recognized
language or not, using a constant amount of mem-
ory, i.e., the capacity of memory does not change
with the input size (length). Formally, the mem-
ory of a DFA is represented by a finite set of states
in which the automaton can be.1 At the begin-
ning of the computation, it starts in a specified
state called the initial state. The computation
is then performed by reading a given input (as a
string) symbol by symbol from left to right. For
each symbol, the state is updated with respect
to its transition rules.2 Each state is either an
accepting or a rejecting state. Thus, at the end
of the computation, the input is accepted or re-
jected if the final state is an accepting or a reject-
ing state, respectively. All accepted strings form
a language, which is said to be recognized by this
DFA.

While in general many different languages can
be defined and recognized by DFAs, we use the
following language family: for n > 1, MODn =
{aj | j mod n ≡ 0}, where aj denotes the con-
catenation of j a-symbols. In this case, the de-
cision problem is whether the length of a given
input string is a multiple of n or not. We
can design a DFA D for MODn with n states
{s0, s1, . . . , sn−1}. The computation of D starts
in the initial state s0. For each symbol a, the

1The number of different configurations that a DFA
can be in during its computation is finite. At any step of
its computation, a DFA is in exactly one of these config-
urations. Technically each configuration is called a state.
For example, if the memory is formed by 10 bits, then the
number of states is 210 = 1024.

2Each transition rule is represented as s σ−→ s′, which
means that when the automaton is in state s and reads
symbol σ, the state is updated as s′. Note that for each
pair of s and σ, a transition rule must be defined. All
transition rules of a DFA can be seen as its program.

DFA performs a transition between the states ac-
cording to

s0
a−→ s1

a−→ s2
a−→ · · · a−→ sn−1

a−→ s0

After reading a string of n symbols, the system
transitions back to its initial state s0, if the length
of the string is equal to a multiple of the number
of states n. Thus, by setting s0 to be the only
accepting state, we have a DFA that recognizes
the language MODn without any errors. It is
easy to see that there is no DFA having less than
n states for MODn.

Probabilistic Finite Automata: Another
version of a finite automaton is a probabilistic
finite automaton (PFA) [28], which is a general-
ization of a DFA as it can make more than one
transition with probabilities that sum up to 1.
The computation of a general m-state PFA, say
P , on a given input string x with l symbols (i.e.,
x = x[1]x[2] · · ·x[l]) can be traced linearly. At
any step, the PFA P is in a probability distribu-
tion of its states, which is represented by some
m-dimensional vector v = (p1 p2 · · · pm)T ,
where pj is the probability of being in the j-th
state. We call v a state vector.3

For pre- and post-processing, P reads the spe-
cial symbol ¢ before the input and the symbol
$ afterwards. At the beginning of the computa-
tion, the PFA P starts in the initial state vector
v0, where the entry corresponding to the initial
state is 1 and the remaining entries are zeros.

For each symbol x[j], there is a (left) stochastic
transition matrix Ax[j] (formed by the transition
probabilities between the m states when reading
x[j]). Remark that the transition matrix is the
same for identical symbols. After reading the
whole input (including ¢ and $), the final state
vector is

vf = A$Ax[l]Ax[l−1] · · ·Ax[1]A¢v0. (1)

The probability with which the PFA P accepts x
is the summation of the entries of the final state
vector vf corresponding to the accepting state(s).

Contrary to the case of a DFA, a PFA does not
simply accept or reject the input. It assigns a

3Different from a DFA, a PFA can be in more than one
state with some probabilities summing up to 1. We use a
vector to represent this probability distribution over the
states, where the size of the vector is the number of states.
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probability in [0, 1] to making its decision. Thus,
the PFA P may make its decisions with errors.
There are two basic decision modes for PFAs:
unbounded-error and bounded-error.

A language L is said to be recognized by PFA
P with unbounded-error4 if and only if

• any x ∈ L is accepted by P with probability
greater than 1

2 , and,

• any x /∈ L is accepted by P with probability
at most 1

2 .

A language L is said to be recognized by PFA
P with error bound ε ∈ [0, 1/2) if and only if

• any x ∈ L is accepted by P with probability
greater than 1− ε, and,

• any x /∈ L is accepted by P with probability
at most ε.

In the latter case, by executing several copies
of P in parallel and accepting the inputs by ma-
jority, the error bound can be arbitrarily close to
zero,5 thereby making the decision more reliable.
It is common practice to fix the error bound as 1

3
(see for example page 397 of the standard text-
book [33] or the survey [35]).

Quantum Finite Automata: A QFA is the
quantum counterpart of a PFA [5], since QFAs
use the same framework due to the probabilis-
tic nature of quantum physics. Here, we focus on
the most restricted QFA model known, defined in
[23]. Any m-state QFA forms an m-dimensional
Hilbert space (Hm), and its state vectors are rep-
resented as the complex vectors |v〉 in Hm. Fur-
ther, the stochastic operators are replaced by uni-
tary operators, and the final state is measured by
projecting it onto the set of accepting states. The
input is accepted if the measured state is in this
subspace.

Let Q be an arbitrary QFA withm basis states:
N = {|q1〉 , . . . , |qm〉}. As in the case of a PFA,
we define an input string x containing l symbols:
x = x[1]x[2] · · ·x[l]. The initial quantum state is
|v0〉 = |qI〉, where qI denotes the initial state.
For each reading of the symbol x[j], the QFA

4In general, the threshold does not need to be 1
2 . It

can be any value in [0, 1) called the cutpoint.
5As the number of copies does not depend on the input

length, the obtained automaton is still a PFA.

performs the unitary transformation Ux[j] on the
state. After reading the whole string, the final
quantum state |vf 〉 is

|vf 〉 = U$Ux[l]Ux[l−1] · · ·Ux[1]U¢ |v0〉 . (2)

Thus, after a complete reading of the string x, a
measurement of the final state |vf 〉 leads to an
accepting probability of Q, which is∑

qj∈Na
| 〈qj |vf 〉 |2, (3)

where Na denotes the set of accepting states and
Na ⊆ N .

Although the described QFA appears very sim-
ilar to a PFA, the quantum nature of a QFA pro-
vides an exponential quantum advantage. Com-
pared to bounded-error PFAs as well as DFAs,
bounded-error QFAs can be exponentially more
efficient in terms of memory (resources) [3]. As
mentioned before, any DFA recognizing the lan-
guage MODn requires at least n states. For
any prime number p, it is further known that
any bounded-error PFA recognizing MODp also
requires at least p states [3]. On the other
hand, bounded-error QFAs recognize the lan-
guageMODp by using only O(log p) states [3, 4].

In the current work, we implement QFA algo-
rithms for someMODp languages using less than
p quantum states. Their functioning is described
in detail in the following two sections, beginning
with a 2-state QFA and expanding it to 2d-state
QFAs, where the quantum advantage becomes
apparent.

2-state QFA: When constructing a QFA for
recognizing the language MODp with a fixed
prime number p, we first start with a simple 2-
state QFA Q2. Its basis states are |0〉 and |1〉,
i.e., a single qubit. The state |0〉 is the initial
state as well as the only accepting state. In the
case of this 2-state QFA, the identity operator is
applied when reading ¢ and $. The given input
string x consists of n consecutive a-symbols, i.e.,
x = an, following the notation given above. For
each symbol a, the state vector is rotated by an
angle θ = 2π

p in the counter-clockwise direction
on the real plane spanned by {|0〉 , |1〉}. Thus, a
reading of the symbol a leads to an evolution of
the state with the unitary

Ua =
(

cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

)
. (4)
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After reading the whole input, corresponding to
n operations Ua, the final quantum state is

|vf 〉 =
(

cosnθ
sinnθ

)
. (5)

Thus, the input is accepted with probability
cos2

(
2nπ
p

)
. In this simple 2-state QFA Q2, the

accepting probability is always 1 when n is a mul-
tiple of p. For any other symbol, a low accepting
probability is required to build a good decider.
However, the false acceptance probability of Q2
can be up to cos2

(
π
p

)
, i.e., the closest point of

the final state vectors (for non-members) to the
|0〉-axis. Hence, by choosing the rotation angle
θ as defined above, a 2-state QFA Q2 is able to
recognize the input of length p perfectly; how-
ever, nearly all other inputs, i.e., non-members of
MODp, are erroneously accepted with a nonzero
probability.

We note that, even though the mathematical
description of Q2 is simple and uses only real
numbers, real quantum hardware uses complex-
valued basis operators [31]. Hence, a 2-state
quantum system, i.e., a qubit, is commonly rep-
resented on a 3-dimensional Bloch sphere. As a
result, the rotations performed by the unitary op-
eration Ua can be implemented on a unit circle in
an arbitrary plane of the Bloch sphere, a feature
of quantum states which we apply in the experi-
mental implementation described below.

2d-state QFA: We now present a 2d-state
QFA Q2d that reduces the unwanted accepting
probability for the non-members of MODp, in
comparison to a 2-state QFA, while still having
less than p states. For any k ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1}, we
define a two-state QFA Qk2 by modifying Q2 such
that the value of θ is set to 2kπ

p . Again, each mem-
ber of MODp is accepted by Qk2 with probability
1. Although the maximum accepting probability
for a non-member is still cos2

(
π
p

)
, the same non-

member input string can have different accept-
ing probabilities for Qk2’s with different values of
k. Thus, we can run a single high-dimensional
QFA Q2d, which includes several Qk2’s running in
parallel, to reduce the error for the non-member
strings.

To construct a 2d-state QFA Q2d such as the
one depicted in Fig. 1 a), we define d different k
values, i.e., the set K = {k1, . . . , kd}. The basis

states of Q2d are

{|0〉 , |1〉 , |2〉 , |3〉 , . . . , |2d− 2〉 , |2d− 1〉}. (6)

As before, there is only one accepting state, which
is the initial state |v0〉. However, in contrast to
Q2, the reading of ¢ leads to an application of the
unitary operator V¢, which transforms the initial
state of the automaton |v0〉 into the following su-
perposition:

V¢ |v0〉 = 1√
d

(|0〉+ |2〉+ |4〉+ · · ·+ |2d− 2〉) .
(7)

Here, the states |2j − 2〉 and |2j − 1〉 form a sub-
QFA Q

kj
2 for which a reading of the symbol a

corresponds to a rotation of the state by the angle
θkj = 2kjπ

p , where 1 ≤ j ≤ k. The unitary matrix
of each sub-QFA is defined as

Ukj =
(

cos θkj − sin θkj
sin θkj cos θkj

)
. (8)

Thus, a reading of a symbol a causes a simultane-
ous rotation of all sub-QFAs, each rotating by a
different angle θkj . Hence, the total unitary state
evolution Va, when reading the symbol a, is

Va =



0 0 · · · 0 0
Uk1 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 Uk2 · · · 0 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 · · · Ukd


. (9)

This means that, during the computation, Q2d
is in a superposition of d sub-QFAs Qkj2 , which
implement different rotations θkj in parallel. Af-
ter reading the concluding symbol $, the high-
dimensional QFA Q2d applies the inverse of V¢,
i.e., V$ = V †¢ . If the input is in MODp, then
the final state will be |v0〉, the accepting state,
and it will be accepted with probability 1. More
importantly, it was shown in [3, 4] that for each
p, there exists a unitary operator Va and a set
K with 4

ε log 2p elements such that any input not
in MODp is accepted with probability no more
than ε, where ε ∈ (0, 1/2). For a specific p, one
may check all possible k values numerically and
identify the best ones.
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Figure 1: Conceptual graph describing a) an abstract 2d-state QFA and b) the 2d-state QFA implemented using
photon OAM. In a) the input state |v0〉 is first transformed into the initial superposition of multiple sub-automata
Mkj

through the unitary V¢, after which the states of these automata are evolved simultaneously through the unitary
Va. Note that each sub-automaton evolves at a different rate due to the differing values kj . After n operations of
the unitary, all of the sub-automata have returned to their initial states, and an inverse operation V$ = V †¢ is applied
to return the superposition to the initial, accepting state. In b) this same process is described for an OAM QFA with
a Gaussian initial state and OAM values ` = {1, 2, .., 4}. Note also that the unitary Va is defined slightly differently
in the case of the OAM QFA (see Eq. (9) and Eq. (13)).

Implementations of QFAs on real devices:
The QFA algorithm for MODp is one of the
first quantum algorithms with exponential advan-
tage over classical methods of computing. Its
implementation for p = 11 on superconduct-
ing quantum computers has been investigated in
[7, 19, 31]. However, the computation performed
on the quantum computer became random imme-
diately after reading a few symbols due to rela-
tively large noise in the computation process. An
important reason for this deficiency was the us-
age of controlled operations when applying the
unitary operators Vj ’s. Such multi-qubit oper-
ations are very costly compared to other basic
operations.

In [12, 22], a photonic implementation of a
2-state QFA was realized using the polarization
degree of freedom of light. However, instead of
implementing n consecutive Ua operators, which
would naturally lead to additional challenges and
possible increased errors, a single operator Una ,
corresponding to the effective transformation of

multiple Ua operators, was implemented. Hence,
the implementation simulates the computation of
a QFA rather than performing it.

Another optical QFA has been demonstrated
in [34]. Using polarization and path encoding of
quantum states, a QFA was implemented which
was able to identify the prime numbers 3 from
among the members of the set {3, 4, 5} and 5
from {5, 6, 7}. While in this implementation
the correct accepting probability was very high
(> 98 %), the implementation was limited due to
the required consecutive waveplates and interfer-
ometric structure.

1.1 QFA using photon OAM

Here, we overcome the deficiencies described
above by experimentally implementing various
2d-state QFAs using the transverse spatial modes
of single photons.

We focus on encoding the quantum states in a
specific set of transverse spatial modes, namely
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Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes [6]. LG modes
have become very popular as laboratory realiza-
tions of high-dimensional quantum states [14].
They are solutions to the paraxial wave equa-
tion in cylindrical coordinates. Thus, they are de-
scribed by two quantum numbers, i.e., the radial
quantum number [20] and the azimuthal quan-
tum number [21]. The latter is commonly de-
noted by `, and it indicates that an LG mode
has ` multiples of a 2π azimuthal phase gradi-
ent in its transverse structure, described by the
helical phase factor ei`ϕ. This quantum number
has attracted a lot of attention because it is con-
nected to the number of quanta of OAM each
photon carries [2, 21]. Over the last decades,
it has been applied in a variety of different set-
tings that span classical communications to quan-
tum communications, computation, and simula-
tion [1, 14, 27, 36]. We implement the 2d-state
QFA using solely the OAM degree of freedom, i.e.,
photons with a radial quantum number of zero.

As shown in Fig. 1 b), we construct the input
QFA state via an operation V¢ that forms a su-
perposition of d two-dimensional sub-QFAs con-
sisting of equally-balanced superpositions of two
OAM modes with the same OAM but opposite
sign. Due to the lobes appearing in the transverse
structures of these superposition states, such light
field modes are also called petal beams. We use
them to form the basis states of our QFA system,
as in Eq. (6), which we can write using OAM
modes |`〉 ∣∣∣p±`j〉 = 1√

2
(|`j〉 ± |−`j〉) . (10)

The positive petal modes (p+
`j
) represent the even

states (|2j − 2〉), and the negative petal modes
(p−`j ) represent the odd states (|2j − 1〉).

To form an input state that corresponds to the
state introduced in Eq. (7), we shape a single pho-
ton into a superposition of multiple positive petal
modes:

V¢ |v0〉 = 1√
d

(∣∣∣p+
`1

〉
+
∣∣∣p+
`2

〉
+ · · ·+

∣∣∣p+
`k

〉)
.

(11)
To operate on this state (read a character from
the input string), we need a device that acts on
the state via a unitary similar to that of Eq. (9).
As shown in Fig. 2, we select a Dove prism that
rotates the field structure, thereby imprinting an
OAM-dependent phase on the photons’ azimuthal

structure [16], though we note that schemes exist
that are able to perform any unitary operation
on structured photons [11]. Through the Dove
prism, each sub-QFA evolves similarly to Eq. (8),
but it does so via a unitary which can be defined
as

U
`j
a =

(
cos 2`jφ −i sin 2`jφ

−i sin 2`jφ cos 2`jφ

)
(12)

in the petal mode basis.
Depending on the OAM ±`j of the modes in

the sub-QFA and the tilt angle φ of the Dove
prism, the paraxial OAM modes propagating
through the prism gain a phase of e∓i`j2φ, which
corresponds to a rotation of the mode structure
by 2φ.6 In other words, the Dove prism rotates
each sub-QFA’s state vector around its Bloch
sphere axis defined by the two orthogonal OAM
eigenstates |`j〉 and |−`j〉 [24].

Analogous to the unitary introduced in Eq. (9),
the full unitary consists of multiple 2×2 blocks,
which are now realized by the unitary defined in
Eq. (12), leading to

Va =



0 0 · · · 0 0
U `1a 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 U `2a · · · 0 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 · · · U `ka


. (13)

After n operations of Va on V¢ |v0〉, the accepting
probability corresponding to Eq. 3 is described by

|〈v0|V$V
n
a V¢ |v0〉|2 = 1

d2

 kd∑
`j=k1

cos(2n`jφ)

2

.

(14)
To generate a quantum decider forMODp lan-

guage with this photonic QFA, we link the tilt
angle of the Dove prism φ to the value p of the
MODp language. By comparing Eq. (12) and
Eq. (8), it is clear that we need to choose the
Dove prism angle φ = π/p or φ = π/(2p). The
latter of these can be chosen only when exclu-
sively even or exclusively odd OAM values are

6In the ray optics picture, there is a refraction through
the 45° input face, a total internal reflection off the base
that effectively imparts the 2φ rotation, and a refraction
through the 45° exit face that returns the beam to its
original path.
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used, since under these conditions, all of the sub-
QFAs return back to their initial state, with the
same phase, when 2pφ = π. In either of these
cases, the accepting probability of Eq. (14) is 1
when n = p (or an integer multiple of p).

It should be noted that a Dove prism also af-
fects the polarization of the photon in addition
to rotating the transverse structure [16, 25]. In
the present work, we eliminate any polarization
change by adding additional waveplates (see Fig.
2), so we omit its detailed description here. How-
ever, adding the polarization degree of freedom
would add more states into the operational state
space of a photonic QFA. Thus, it could be har-
nessed in future implementations to expand the
underlying Hilbert space.

2 Experimental Implementation

To implement the high-dimensional QFA de-
scribed above, we need a source of single photons,
a device for preparing and measuring the state,
and a method to implement consecutive unitary
operations Va.

As the single-photon source, we used a
type 0 spontaneous parametric down-conversion
(SPDC) process to generate pairs of photons at
810 nm by pumping a nonlinear crystal (period-
ically poled potassium titanyl phosphate or pp-
KTP) using a 405 nm laser. After the crystal,
the pump wavelength is filtered out using band-
pass filters, and the two photons of each pair are
coupled into separate single mode fibers (SMF).
From the SMFs, one photon acts as a heralding
trigger and goes straight to a single-photon de-
tector, while the second photon (signal) is sent
through the QFA system, after which it is regis-
tered by a second identical detector. Using a co-
incidence counter, we post-select on photons from
the same SPDC process using a coincidence win-
dow of around 1 ns. A trigger photon thereby
heralds the presence of its signal mate leading
to a stream of single photons [18]. We verified
the high quality of the source by calculating a
g(2)(0)-value of 0.022 ± 0.003 from coincidence
measurements, following the process described in
[9]. More details on the photon source can be
found in Appendix A.

To encode the quantum state of Eq. (11) onto
a signal photon, we employ a holographic tech-
nique using a spatial light modulator (SLM) that

Figure 2: A conceptual render of the loop that performs
consecutive unitary operations Va on the input state. A
photon in a superposition V¢ |v0〉 is sent into the loop
from the left. In the loop, the light field’s polarization
is aligned with one of the sides of the Dove prism us-
ing a half-wave plate (HWP). This allows a Dove prism
to rotate the transverse structure of the photon while
its polarization remains unaffected [25]. After the Dove
prism, a second HWP rotates the polarization of the
field back to a horizontal position, which is the polariza-
tion ensuring the most efficient operation of the SLM. A
50:50 (or 70:30) beamsplitter (BS) is used to keep the
photons in the loop 50 % (70 %) of the time, allowing
multiple unitary operations to be performed on a pho-
ton. The four lenses are used to construct a continuous
imaging system that removes the free-space diffraction
during propagation.

shapes the transverse spatial mode through am-
plitude and phase modulation [8]. In this tech-
nique, the desired complex structure is carved out
of a large Gaussian beam using a single phase-
only hologram (see Appendix B for more infor-
mation). Despite being a lossy process, this state
encoding can be seen as the transformation V¢
described earlier. However, we note that these
losses could be overcome using other, unitary en-
coding schemes [17].

After this initialization, as shown in Fig. 2, the
signal photon enters an optical loop comprised
of a beamsplitter and a Dove prism that per-
forms consecutive unitary operations Va on the
QFA state. Since the Dove prism acts multiple
times on a photon that stays in the loop, its ro-
tational alignment requires a very high precision,
achieved via a process detailed in Appendix C.
The number of operations performed on a pho-
ton depends on the probability it has of leaving
the loop after n round-trips, which is defined by
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the splitting ratio R:T (reflectance and transmit-
tance) of the beamsplitter. Since each loop ap-
plies the unitary once to the QFA state, each trip
through the loop corresponds to the reading of
one symbol from the input string. We note that,
while in this first proof-of-principle implementa-
tion, the beamsplitter is probabilistically “decid-
ing” the number of unitary operations Va applied
to the photon, in general an active fast switch-
ing could be used in the future to implement our
scheme in a controlled way. The photon is reim-
aged by lenses inside the loop, which build one
continuous imaging system of consecutive 4f sys-
tems. The number of mirrors and focal points
are chosen such that each operation rotates the
field in the same direction while ensuring that
no unintended flipping of the transverse struc-
ture occurs. Finally, half-wave plates are placed
before and after the Dove prism to eliminate the
prism’s effect on the polarization vector [25] by
returning it back to horizontal after each loop.
This is done to maintain optimal efficiency of the
polarization-sensitive SLM used to measure the
state of the photon after it leaves the loop.

In order to perform a measurement of the pho-
ton’s transverse spatial structure, we use the
same holographic technique as in the mode gen-
eration, which is now used to realize a filter for
the accepting state. We display the measure-
ment hologram in a separate region of the same
SLM screen. Analogous to the generation pro-
cess, despite the lossy nature of the scheme, the
holographic modulation resembles the final uni-
tary transformation V$. The filter is realized by
the measurement hologram in combination with
a subsequent coupling into an SMF [10] (see Ap-
pendix B for more information). If the photon’s
state and, thus, the incoming field structure af-
ter n loops matches perfectly with the filtering
hologram, then the photon’s transverse structure
is flattened, and it couples into the SMF with
the highest possible efficiency. In these cases, the
accepting probability is 1. A detailed descrip-
tion and sketch of the full setup is shown in Ap-
pendix A.

Because the photon undergoes n operations
probabilistically and experiences loop-dependent
losses due to the optics, we must normalize the
nth accepting probability of a structured photon.
We do so by gauging the efficiency of our system
using a Gaussian mode (rotationally invariant

Figure 3: Quantum state tomography of 2-state QFA on
the Bloch sphere with the z,x,and y axes formed by the
states {|`〉 , |−`〉}, { 1√

2 (|`〉+|−`〉), 1√
2 (|`〉−|−`〉)}, and

{ 1√
2 (|`〉 + i |−`〉), 1√

2 (|`〉 − i |−`〉)}, respectively. With
the Dove prism at an angle of 4.5°, the state vector
rotates by 2`×9° around the z-axis each time the photon
passes through the loop. The total numbers of heralded
photons for all state reconstructions per Bloch sphere
were a) 3.99× 107 for ` = 1, b) 2.67× 107 for ` = 2,
c) 2.85× 107 for ` = 3, and d) 1.79× 107 for ` = 4.

structure) under the same experimental parame-
ters. In each QFA implementation, we first prop-
agate a Gaussian state through the whole system
and record the rate of the heralded single photons
per loop. As these values directly correspond to
the loop-dependent efficiency of our setup, we use
them to re-normalize the count rates of the com-
plex QFA states to obtain the appropriate accep-
tance probabilities. We accounted for acciden-
tal coincidences by removing them from the data
during analysis. Both procedures are described
in more detail in Appendix D.

3 Results

We first report on a set of experiments where we
implemented four different 2-state QFAs, which
characterize our setup and demonstrate the flex-
ibility of our approach.

As outlined in Sec. 1, a QFA system is de-
scribed by multiple subsequent unitary opera-
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tions performed on a quantum system. In order
to characterize these unitary evolutions, we per-
formed full quantum state tomography (QST) on
the state after zero to five unitary operations with
the Dove prism set to an angle φ = 4.5°. We used
a 50:50 beamsplitter for probabilistic in- and out-
coupling to the loop. Although the Dove prism
angle was fixed, we used its OAM-dependent op-
eration to implement different QFAs for OAM
values ` = {1, 2, 3, 4}. For each of these real-
izations, we can display its state evolution on its
corresponding Bloch sphere, where the two poles
correspond to the two OAM eigenstates of oppo-
site sign [24].

As shown in Fig. 3 a)-d), the measured state
vectors, calculated by direct inversion [26, 32],
evolve in accordance with Eq. (12): the states ro-
tate at increased rates for higher-order OAM. Af-
ter five unitary operations, the final state vector
has rotated by `× 90°. Hence, using this setting
of the Dove prism and an OAM value of ` = 4, we
see that the final state matches the initial state
after the fifth operation. As such, it can be seen
as a 2-state QFA recognizing theMOD5 language
(for more information on the accepting probabil-
ities of the QFA, see Appendix E).

Note that the state vectors deviate slightly
from the theoretically expected equally balanced
superpositions which reside on the complex unit
circle in the xy-plane, i.e., the equator. The de-
viations are due to experimental imperfections
in the imaging system, as well as the state gen-
eration and measurement methods, which cause
small aberrations and slight misalignments.

We next report on our realization of a func-
tioning 2-state QFA that recognized the MOD5
language using the petal mode with ` = 1. Tak-
ing into account Eq. (12), we find that with the
Dove prism set to φ = 18°, the initial state en-
coded with this lowest OAM order returns to it-
self (up to a global phase) after p = 5 loops. As
shown in Fig. 4 a), a 2-state QFA implemented
with these settings results in a very good accep-
tance probability, after 5 operations, of ∼100 %
(99.89±7.71 %). Note that the probability can go
above 100 % due to the normalization procedure
(see Appendix D). However, as expected from a
2-state QFA, the false acceptance probabilities for
some non-members ofMOD5 are beyond the rea-
sonable error bounds mentioned in Sec. 1, e.g., as
high as 64.84± 0.66 % and 65.97± 3.19 % for in-
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Figure 4: Decision probabilities for QFAs detecting
strings belonging to MOD5. a) A 2-state QFA im-
plemented with the OAM value of ` = 1. The data
(blue points) and error bars (±1 standard deviation)
were obtained from 152 repetitions of the experiment
with around 7.89× 104 heralded photons per run. b)
A 4-state QFA using two sub-QFAs of OAM values ` =
{1, 3}. Here, the data and error bars were obtained from
58 repetitions of the experiment with around 4.07× 104

heralded photons per run. The quantum advantage of
the 2d-state QFA in terms of memory efficiency is ap-
parent, as only 4 states are used, while a classical DFA
requires 5 states. The solid line shows the expected the-
oretical detection probability for a continuously-rotating
state, calculated by Eq. (14).

puts of length 1 and 4, respectively. Though these
values correspond well to the maximum false ac-
ceptance of cos2

(
π
p

)
discussed for Q2, which is

approximately 65.45 % for p = 5, such a QFA
cannot be considered a properly working finite
automaton.

In order to reduce the false acceptance prob-
ability, we implemented a 2d-state QFA with
d = 2. We realized this 4-state QFA by super-
posing the two 2-state sub-automata with OAM
values ` = {1, 3} according to Eq. (11). With a
photon in such a state, the Dove prism acts on
each sub-QFA in parallel according to the opera-
tion described by Eq. (13). As shown in Fig. 4 b),
after five operations the implemented QFA again
results in a near perfect acceptance probability
(101.22 ± 7.82 %), thus recognizing the MOD5
language. More importantly, the false acceptance
probability for input strings not in MOD5 was
lowered to 9.62±1.89 % (loop 4) or less, which is
well below the 1

3 error bound and shows a signif-
icant improvement in performance. The results
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demonstrate the quantum advantage of a QFA
in terms of memory efficiency, as only four states
are enough to recognize theMODp language with
p = 5. To illustrate the ease with which our sys-
tem can be scaled to larger state spaces and how
this affects the false decision probabilities, we in-
clude data for 6-state and 8-state QFAs recog-
nizing MOD5 in Appendix F. However, we note
that these implementations do not demonstrate a
quantum advantage.

To implement QFAs for larger prime numbers,
we increased the number of detectable operations
to larger values by modifying the beamsplitter of
our system. The probability of a photon leaving
the loop after n cycles (n ∈ N+) can be calcu-
lated from P (n) = T 2Rn−1, where T and R are
the transmittance and reflectance, respectively.
From this equation one can see that an unbal-
anced beam splitting ratio R:T can increase the
probability for larger n while reducing it for the
first few cycles. Thus, for a certain level of back-
ground noise, an unbalanced beamsplitter allows
us to get a usable signal from a greater number
of loops. We find that a 70:30 beamsplitter re-
sults in fewer counts than a 50:50 beamsplitter for
loops 1-4 but increases the count rates for n ≥ 5,
and we were able to detect photons that cycled
up to eleven times through the loop.

As shown in Fig. 5 a), with the same Dove
prism angle (φ = 18°), we were able to detect
photons that performed two full cycles of the 4-
state QFA (` = {1, 3}) by going through the opti-
cal loop ten times, which corresponds to reading
a string of length 10. The false acceptance was
kept low, to maximally 16.45 ± 1.44 % (loop 9),
while the state was accepted after 5 and 10 loops
with near-perfect probabilities of 100.33±1.11 %
and 96.26± 8.45 %, respectively.

In the last set of experiments, we implemented
a high-dimensional QFA showing a quantum ad-
vantage for theMOD11 language. With the Dove
prism set to an angle of φ = 360°/11 ≈ 16.36°, we
formed an 8-state QFA by superposing the four 2-
state sub-QFAs with OAM values ` = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
As shown in Fig. 5 b), we obtained a decision er-
ror of 24.18 ± 2.39 % (loop 9) or less, while the
system accepted the correct string of length 11
with a probability of 99.84± 15.61 %. As before,
the results nicely match the theoretical probabil-
ities of Eq. (14) and demonstrate an exponential
quantum advantage compared to classical FAs,
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Figure 5: Decision probabilities for QFAs detecting
strings belonging to MODp with p = 5 or p = 11.
a) The same 4-state QFA (` = {1, 3}) as in Fig. 4 b),
but now the operation was performed 10 times, i.e., 2
full cycles of the QFA. The data (blue points) and er-
rors bars (±1 standard deviation) were obtained from
40 repetitions of the experiment with around 1.04× 107

heralded photons per run. b) An 8-state QFA with ` =
{1, 2, 3, 4} demonstrates an exponential quantum ad-
vantage in terms of memory efficiency for p = 11. Here,
the data and error bars were obtained from 50 repeti-
tions of the experiment with around 1.70× 106 heralded
photons per run. The solid line shows the expected the-
oretical detection probability for a continuously-rotating
state, calculated by Eq. (14).

which require eleven states.

4 Discussion
In conclusion, using the OAM degree of freedom
of photons allowed us to demonstrate the supe-
riority of a QFA system over classical finite au-
tomata when recognizingMODp languages up to
p = 11. Using the rotation of a photon’s trans-
verse structure, e.g., induced by a Dove prism,
and higher order OAM states, we were able to
perform a well-defined unitary operation acting
simultaneously on multiple qubits with a single
optical device. Compared to earlier experimental
QFA implementations, our result is not only the
first to encode multiple qubits onto a single quan-
tum system, but it also demonstrates some of the
advantages OAM states offer in terms of simplic-
ity and scaling for photonic quantum information
processing. In principle, the size of the underly-
ing Hilbert space is only limited by the increasing
size of the photon’s structure and the aperture of
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the system. As OAM states of up to 10010 have
already been demonstrated [15], QFAs with hun-
dreds or more parallel, independent qubits could
be envisioned. Furthermore, even for such a large
state space, the scheme introduced here does not
require any controlled operations between multi-
ple quantum systems since only high-dimensional
operations on a single quantum system are re-
quired. However, increasing the dimensionality
of the quantum states also requires us to increase
the overall efficiency of the computation. Here,
a straightforward improvement would be to re-
duce the losses appearing in the pre- and post-
processing operations V¢ and V$, for which loss-
less operations are known [17]. However, the
main drawback of our current implementation in
terms of efficiency is the probabilistic reading of
symbols from the input string, which is done by
keeping the photon in the loop using a passive
beamsplitter. Future implementations can be im-
proved by including an active switch to control
how many symbols are read, e.g., by fast po-
larization switching and a polarizing beamsplit-
ter. Thus, it is possible to implement the pre-
sented scheme in a fully controlled and lossless
way, thereby showing the promise spatial struc-
turing of photons offers.
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A Detailed experimental scheme
As depicted in the experimental setup of Fig. 6, the photon pairs are created in an SPDC source. The
source uses a 12 mm long, type 0 periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (ppKTP) nonlinear
crystal to convert photons of the 405 nm continuous-wave pump laser into degenerate photon pairs
at 810 nm. The slightly astigmatic focus of the pump beam had an approximately 67 µm Gaussian
beam waist in the crystal. The down-converted photons are made degenerate by tuning the phase
matching of the crystal by controlling its temperature. The pump is then removed using bandpass
filters (BPF) that also filter the down-conversion down to a bandwidth of 3 nm. The photons are then
separated from each other using their momentum anti-correlations, i.e., we use a lens to perform an
optical Fourier transform of the down-conversion and split the photons using a D-shaped mirror placed
in the middle of the beam, one focal distance away from the lens. Both photons are then coupled into
single mode fibers (SMF) on coupling stages (xyz) using 400 mm lenses and microscope objectives.
From the SMFs, the heralding photon is sent straight to a single photon avalanche photo diode (SPAD:
laser components COUNT-T), and the signal photon is sent to the QFA system.

Figure 6: A detailed drawing of the experimental setup. The focal length of each lens is given in the figure, along
with the magnifications of the used microscope objectives. All SMF’s were placed on coupling stages (xyz). The
HWP’s and quarter wave plates (QWP) are used to facilitate optimum efficiency of the polarization dependent SPDC
process and the SLM.

In the QFA system, the photon coming out of the SMF is in the eigenmode of the SMF (Gaussian)
and is first collimated and sent through waveplates which align its polarization along the plane of
the image. The photon’s spatial mode is then structured using the Gaussian-corrected mode carving
technique described in Appendix B on a spatial light modulator (SLM, Holoeye Pluto-2). The photon
is subsequently demagnified through a 4f-system and sent into the loop performing the unitary mod-
ulation. Within the loop, the lenses before and after the beamsplitter (BS) create a continuous string
of 4f-systems which ensure that the beam has the same waist and wavefront curvature when exiting
the loop, regardless of the number of loops. Inside the loop, the half-wave plates (HWP) and Dove
prism (Dove) perform the rotation of the transverse structure while keeping the polarization of the
photon intact. After the loop, the photon is imaged onto a separate side of the same SLM using a final
magnifying 4f-system. The SLM, in conjunction with the SMF coupling, performs the spatial mode
filtering described in Appendix B. Finally a second SPAD is used to detect the signal photon, and a
coincidence counter (CC: ID Quantique ID900) is used to post-select on photon pairs while measuring
the delay between the arrival of the heralding and signal photon.

B Gaussian correction to spatial mode generation and measurement
One powerful method for generating and measuring spatial modes using a single phase-only SLM is to
include the complex amplitude information in the diffraction grating of the hologram [8, 10, 13]. The
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method relies on encoding the wanted phase and amplitude structure onto the first diffraction order
of a hologram, where the amplitude structure is encoded by spatially varying the diffraction efficiency
of the grating. Hence, although these methods can produce the wanted field very accurately, they are
intrinsically lossy.

For the generation, the methods aim to shape an incident plane wave into a field with a transverse
scalar field structure Ψ(ρ) = A(ρ)eiΦ(ρ), where ρ = (x, y) labels the transverse coordinates, A(ρ) =
|A(ρ)| is the normalized amplitude structure, and Φ(ρ) is the transverse phase structure of the field.
This shaping is done using a phase-only hologram with a phase structure [8]

M(ρ)Mod
(
F (ρ) + 2πx

Λx
, 2π

)
, (15)

where Λx is the spatial frequency of the blazed grating which diffracts the field in the x-direction.
The functions M and F need to be chosen such that the hologram produces the correct field in the
first diffraction order, i.e., M(ρ) = 1 + sinc−1(A(ρ))/π and F (ρ) = Φ(ρ) − πM(ρ) [8]. Here the
M-function has values between 0 ≤ M ≤ 1 and sinc−1 is the inverse function of the unnormalized
sinc(x)-function which operates in the domain x ∈ [−π, 0], as explained in Ref. [8]. After imprinting
this phase on the incident plane wave, the resulting field in the first diffraction order can be calculated
using a Taylor-Fourier expansion, giving the field [8]

T1(ρ) = − sinc (π[M − 1]) ei(F+πM). (16)

Hence, we get the wanted field in the first diffraction order (up to a global phase) when the previously
mentioned forms of the functions M and F are used.

However, in experiments the condition of an incident plane wave can only be met approximately,
e.g., by using a large Gaussian beam and applying the hologram only to the center of this Gaussian.
While we still used a Gaussian input beam in the work presented here, we used a different method for
getting rid of the Gaussian profile of the incident field. Although the Gaussian beam was still slightly
larger than the hologram, we did not modulate only the center part of it and instead got rid of this
Gaussian field structure ΨG(ρ;win) by including the normalized Gaussian amplitude AG(ρ;win) in M:

M = 1 + 1
π

sinc−1
(

A(ρ)
AG(ρ;win)

)
. (17)

In the experiment, we measured the radius win of the input Gaussian and applied this correction to
the hologram. Hence, the incident Gaussian beam modulated by the phase-only hologram given in
Eq. (15), produces the wanted field in the first diffraction order. Although this correction improved
our data, the fidelity of the field produced by this method is still limited by the resolution of the SLM.

The same phase-only hologram method can be used to measure any transverse-spatial mode when
the first diffraction order is coupled into an SMF after the hologram [10]. In the hologram, the complex
conjugate of the measured transverse structureHholo(ρ) = Ψ∗meas(ρ) is imprinted on the first diffraction
order, and the probability of detecting a photon after the single mode fiber depends on the overlap of
the normalized structure of the incident field Ψin(ρ), the structure imprinted by the hologram, and
the normalized Gaussian eigenmode of the SMF (backward propagated to the hologram) [10]∫ 2π

0

∫ rmax

0
rHholo(ρ)Ψin(ρ)ΨG(ρ;wout)drdϕ. (18)

Again, if the Gaussian in the above equation could be approximated as a plane wave, and the radial
extent of our system aperture was infinite, the measurement outcome would only depend on the
overlap integral between the incident field Ψin and the mode structure imprinted by the hologram [10].
However, since filtering for a single plane wave is not possible, the Gaussian mode of an SMF needs to
be removed from the equation. One option is again to enlarge the size of the backwards propagated
Gaussian as is done in the reference [10]. But similar to the mode generation, by including the Gaussian
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amplitude of the SMF into our hologram, its effects can be minimized from the overlap integral while
only requiring that the backwards propagated Gaussian is slightly larger than the incident mode

Hholo = Ψ∗meas(ρ)
AG(ρ;wout)

. (19)

This correction can be implemented with the same change in the M function that is introduced in
equation (17).

C Precise alignment of the Dove prism angle

To be confident that our QFA performed the correct operation with each cycle, we developed a method
to improve the precision of the rotation angle of the Dove prism, which is limited to ±0.5° by the optical
mount. We noted that for a given prism angle φ, a petal mode as defined in Eq. (10) with OAM `
can be generated with rotational symmetry for all loops n according to the relations ` = 360°/(2φ) or
` = 360°/(4φ) for odd or even OAM values, respectively. We therefore displayed identical petal-mode
holograms on both the generation and measurement screens of the SLM, then recorded the power over
time signal of a λ = 810 nm alignment laser while rotating the measurement hologram’s structure in
0.1° increments.
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Figure 7: Laser power over rotation angle of the measurement hologram for a) the third iteration of Dove angle
alignment and b) the eighth iteration. The data were recorded for rotational offsets of the measurement mask
hologram for every 0.1° from 0° to 34°. The data in a) deviate by ∼0.5° from the theoretical curve, indicating
that the Dove prism was under-rotated by ∼0.25° (an over-rotation would cause the signal to drop too quickly). A
sinusoidal fit of the data in b) reported an offset of ∼0.01°.

As shown in Fig. 7, this process results in a sinusoidal power reading as a function of mask angle.
If an imperfection exists in the overlap of the petal mode, it is magnified with each loop. The degree
of deviation of the minima of the signal from the minima of the theoretical curve cos2(`θ) dictates the
degree of over- or under-rotation of the Dove prism angle (to a factor of 1/2).

After performing the measurement and adjusting the angle φ accordingly, the procedure was re-
peated. We iterated this process until the data agreed with the theoretical curve to better than 0.1°.
Once confident that the prism angle did not contribute significantly to operational errors, we performed
the QST and QFA measurements reported in Sec. 3.
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D Gauging of the loop-dependent efficiency and accepting probabilities
We obtained the accepting probabilities reported in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 by comparing the time-domain
histogram of the coincidence counts of a Gaussian mode with that of a QFA mode.

As shown in Fig. 8, the histograms contain peaks in the signal where significant numbers of coin-
cidences are detected. Because the loop is roughly 60 cm long, each operation performed on a signal
photon delays it by around two nanoseconds, so the peaks have a ∆t ≈ 2 ns delay between them. If
we detect the zeroth loop at time t0, then the nth loop is detected at approximately t0 + n∆t ns. To
calculate the number of coincidences in the nth loop, we defined a ∼1 ns window and summed over
the counts in all the time bins contained in the nth peak. With the Time Controller software of the
ID900 in high resolution mode, each time bin is τ = 13 ps, so we summed over 77 bins per loop. We
centered each window around the maximum of each peak of the Gaussian data after dividing the total
measurement time into ∼50 datasets, summed and averaged. The delay between peaks was found to
be 174 bins, or ∼2.26 ns. Note that the delay time between the peaks was chosen to be the same for
all recorded peaks and measurements.
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Figure 8: Example coincidence histograms for the Gaussian state (blue) and the 4-state QFA with OAM values of
` = {1, 3} (red) recognizing the MOD5 language for a string of length 10. The highest red peak in the zoomed
plot corresponds to the 5th loop, and the last peak represents the 10th. The data shown is the sum over all collected
histograms, i.e., a measurement time of 2000 seconds for the Gaussian and 26000 seconds for the 4-state QFA, that
contribute to the statistical data reported in Fig. 5 a). The 70:30 beamsplitter was used with the Dove prism at 18°.

To get a true measure of the coincidence counts, we needed to account for accidental coincidences,
i.e., simultaneous detection events at both detectors (within the coincidence window τ) that are not
caused by actual photon pairs but dark counts of the detectors, detection of background photons, or
the detection of photons from uncorrelated pairs [30]. The number of accidental coincidences can be
estimated to be R1R2τ , where Rj is the rate of single photons at detector j. Typical values of Rj were
∼106 Hz in the heralding arm and between ∼1.5× 103 Hz and ∼3.0× 104 Hz in the signal arm, where
the upper end is reached when sending a Gaussian through the QFA setup. On the other hand, when
generating higher-dimensional QFA states more light is carved away at the SLM, thus leading to lower
detection rates. However, instead of estimating the accidental coincidences using the above mentioned
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formula, we determined the experimental rate of accidentals by evaluating the coincidence detections
at an electronic delay setting where no coinciding photons from the source should be observed, i.e.,
we started to record the coincidence histogram approximately 10 ns before the actual arrival of the
signal photon and averaged the measured accidental coincidences over the first 4 ns (see Fig. 8). The
obtained constant rate of accidental coincidence detections was then subtracted from the measured
coincidences.

If we define the coincidence counts per loop as Cn and the average accidentals per bin b as Ā, then
we can write the counts per loop for mode M as

CMn =
b=77∑
b=1

(CMb − Ā). (20)

We obtained the Gaussian mode counts, CGn , and the QFA mode counts, CQn , then calculated the
accepting probability as follows: first, we normalized the zeroth loop of each dataset of mode M to 1
to get the relative accepting probability of the nth loop of mode M , PMn = CMn /C

M
0 . Then we found

the average probabilities of the datasets, P̄Mn . Lastly, we normalized the probability of the QFA mode
to the Gaussian counts:

Pn = P̄Qn
P̄Gn

. (21)

By this process we arrived at the accepting probability of the QFA state V¢ |v0〉 described by the
overlap amplitude of Eqs. (3) and (14).

E Quantum state tomography
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Figure 9: Measurements of the QST states of Fig. 3 converted to accepting probabilities. Note that the frequency
of the sinusoidal probability curve increases with increasing OAM `. For a), ` = 1, the accepting probability remains
high for the first several operations, ending near 50 %. For b), ` = 2, the final state is orthogonal to the initial state.
For c), ` = 3, the final state returns to around 50 %, and for d), ` = 4, the system performs as a 2-state QFA
recognizing MOD5. The Dove prism was at 4.5° with a 50:50 beamsplitter. The error bars represent ±1 standard
deviation.

Here we show more details about the QST measurements. In Fig. 9, we see that the state vectors on
the Bloch sphere of Fig. 3 can be represented in terms of accepting probabilities. With the Dove prism
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at 4.5°, the petal mode with ` = 4 acts as a 2-state QFA recognizing MOD5. To demonstrate how
many photons contributed to the quantum state tomography, we show the total heralded single photon
events (coincidence counts) for each projective measurement and per single repetition in Table 1. We
repeated each measurement 30 - 70 times and used the data to perform a state reconstruction via
direct inversion [26, 32].

Input state Photon number (×105) per projected state∣∣z+〉 |z−〉
∣∣x+〉 |x−〉

∣∣y+〉 |y−〉∣∣∣p+
`1

〉
2.00 2.28 2.15 0.09 1.39 0.87∣∣∣p+

`2

〉
2.21 2.04 1.98 0.26 1.49 0.77∣∣∣p+

`3

〉
1.80 1.80 1.54 0.38 1.31 0.62∣∣∣p+

`4

〉
1.36 1.37 1.09 0.36 0.96 0.50

Table 1: Photons per repetition for the QST measurements of Fig. 3 and Fig. 9. The projected states were |z±〉 =
|±`〉, |x±〉 = 1√

2 (|`〉± |−`〉), and |y±〉 = 1√
2 (|`〉±i |−`〉). These values are based on summing the total heralded

photons, for all six projections, from the zeroth through fifth Dove prism operations, then dividing by the number of
repetitions (30 to 70) of the measurement. We normalized to Gaussian counts based on 30 repeated measurements
of around 2.18× 105 photons per repetition.

F Higher-dimensional (2d > p) data
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Figure 10: Higher-dimensional OAM states recognizing MOD5 drive the false decision probability down. In a), the
Dove prism was at 18°, and we utilized Eq. (11) with ` = {1, 3, 5}. The data (blue points) and error bars (±1
standard deviation) were obtained from 90 repetitions of the experiment with around 3.56× 104 heralded photons
per run. In b), the Dove prism was at 36°, and we superposed ` = {1, 2, 3, 4}. The Time Controller software was
not in high-resolution mode for this measurement, so the bin width was 100 ps rather than 13 ps (10 bins per loop).
The data and error bars (blue points) were obtained from 77 repetitions of the experiment with around 3.32× 104

heralded photons per run. The theoretical curves for continuously rotating states were calculated using Eq. (14).

To further illustrate how photon OAM can be used to construct higher-dimensional QFA states that
reduce the false accepting probability, we include data that recognize MOD5 while not demonstrating
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a quantum advantage. As shown in Fig. 10 a)-b), we measured data for both a 6-state QFA and an
8-state QFA.

We used petal modes with OAM values of ` = {1, 3, 5} to construct the 6-state QFA, which led
to false decisions of 1.42 ± 0.40 % (loop 2) or less with an accepting probability of 102.50 ± 7.71 %
after 5 operations. The 8-state QFA with OAM values of ` = {1, 2, 3, 4} resulted in decision errors of
8.42 ± 1.89 % (loop 4) or less, and the final accepting probability was 89.87 ± 7.82 % for inputs of
length 5.
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